
Two-time IWSC winner from Kamptal 

 

Austria: International double triumph for the traditional winery Rabl in Langenlois 

 

Rudolf Rabl will not forget the 28th of November 2019 for a long time. On this evening the owner 5 

of the winery  did not only received the trophy for the best Grüner Veltliner at the "International 

Wine & Spirit Competition" under the Gothic arches of the "Iconic Guildhall" in the City of 

London: IWSC Chairman Viscount Thurso presents him with the award as the world's best white 

wine winery (White Wine Winery of the Year). Even after the announcement that his winery had 

also been shortlisted for the manufacturer award, Rabl had not dared to hope. 10 

“After last year's IWSC award for the best white wine, the current award is a confirmation of the 

continuity of our work. But also, for the fact that we are doing a good job and that we are on the 

right path with our efforts to produce the best wines,” says Rudi Rabl. The presentation on the stage 

in front of hundreds of guests was an extraordinary experience for him and his wife Christiane. 

Rabl already received the award for the Grüner Veltliner Ried Dechant Alte Reben 2016 in 2018. 15 

For everyone who wants to get an impression of the winery's products: The IWSC-awarded Grüner 

Veltliner Ried Loiserberg Alte Reben 2017 is currently only available at the winery. 
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The “International Wine & Spirit Competition” has been evaluating wines and spirits for 50 years. 

Once a year, an international jury tastes entries from at least 90 countries around the world to 

announce the winners of the awards at a major gala in London each November. 

www.iwsc.net 
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Rabl Winery 

Founded in Langenlois in the Kamptal wine region in 1750, the winery developed into one of the 

best producers not only in the region. The current boss Rudolf Rabl is committed to the production 

of wines of the highest quality. For generations, the family has worked on some of the best slopes in 

the area, which, in combination with the microclimate and mineral soils, allows great wines to be 30 

made. With his entry into the company Rudolf Rabl supported his father in the further expansion of 

the winery and put a special emphasis on wine quality and marketing, which is reflected from the 

2000s, among other things, in a steadily growing number of awards. In the meantime, the family 

and its employees work on around 80 hectares of vineyards, making them one of the large farms in 

Kamptal. 35 

Grüner Veltliner and Riesling are the most important white wine varieties of the company, but they 

also revive the old tradition of the “mixed set” (in contrast to the cuvée, several grape varieties are 

grown together in one vineyard. The desired side effect is a significantly increased complexity of 



the product) left. Furthermore, Frühroter Veltliner, Pinot Blanc or Chardonnay and Rivaner have 

their place in the assortment. 40 

In addition to Zweigelt and Blue Burgundy, red wine also features specialties such as Merlot and 

Syrah. 

  

 

Contact & requests: 45 

Rudolf Rabl GmbH 

Weraingraben 10 

A-3550 Langenlois 

Tel. +43 2734 23 03 

Fax: +43 2734 23 03 10 50 

www.weingut-rabl.at 

 


